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INDEPENDENT COMMISSION AGAINST CORRUPTION
RECORD OF INTERVIEW BETWEEN INVESTIGATOR
AND
JOHN EGAN AT LEVEL 7 255 ELIZABETH STREET SYDNEY ON 8 OF MARCH 2021
5
TIME:
PRESENT:

10:04AM

JOHN EGAN
10
:

15

Today is the 8th of March 2021, the time is now 10:04am by my watch.
And this is a record of interview between
and Mr John
Egan, Egan is spelt E-G-A-N, we are currently at the ICAC offices in
Elizabeth Street in Sydney. Present is Mr Egan and
, for the
purpose of voice identification, I’ll ask each person to state their name.

:

.

EGAN:

John Egan.

20
:

EGAN:
25

:
EGAN:

Thank you John and
your voice recorded?

. John, have you given your consent to have

I have.
And can you give me your full name please?
John Thomas Egan.

:

Your date of birth?

30
EGAN:

1956.
:

35

EGAN:

Email is John.Egan@
:

40
D10745115

And you’re best contact email and mobile please.
and my mobile is

7 712.

Thank you John. I’ll just adopt some of the things prior to the recording
of this interview. Do you agree that I informed you that this is a voluntary
interview and the Commission is not exercising coercive powers at this
point in time?
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EGAN:

Yes.
:

5
EGAN:

Yes.
:

10

EGAN:
15

And do you agree that I explained to you that evidence refers to not only
to the Commission’s investigation but any subsequent criminal, civil or
disciplinary matter that may result?
Yes.

:

EGAN:
20

Do you agree that I advised you have no obligation to answer any
questions or do anything as anything you say or do may be used in
evidence?

Do you agree I advised you that this interview may be released or used by
the Commission without any further advice to you?
Yes.

:

EGAN:

And do you agree I informed you under the ICAC Act, it is an offence to
wilfully provide a false or misleading statement to a Commission Officer
who is exercising their functions under the Act?
Yes.

25
:

And do you agree that I informed you that there is no misunderstanding
that
and I are Commission Officers, and this interview is a function
under our Act?
Yes.

:

Do you have any questions at this point in time?

EGAN:
30

EGAN:
35

None.
:

40
D10745115

Ok, John the Commission is conducting an investigation into allegations
concerning corrupt conduct relating to the former member for Wagga
Wagga, Mr Daryl Maguire. As part of the investigation the Commission
is reviewing the circumstances by which the development the Australian
Clay Target Association was funded by government grant. By way of
background John, can you give me a brief overview of your time in
government employment?
Proofed by
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EGAN:

I’ve been in the public sector since about 1986, over the years I’ve worked
in the Ministry Aboriginal Affairs where I started, I worked in the
Department of Juvenile Justice, I’ve worked in the then Department of
Family and Community Service, and I’ve worked in Office of Sport in all
its previous names, from when we were a department since 2001.

5
:
EGAN:

And your positions you’ve held in Office of Sport?
My positions have changed every time we have been restructured. My
current title is, I’m the Director of Infrastructure, Strategy, Planning and
Delivery. At the time of the matter that you are referring to, I was the
Director of Facility, Strategy and Planning.

10

:

So, what does that entail? What was your responsibilities?

15
EGAN:

20

So, we had like two branches, teams. So, one team looked after
everything to do with stadiums, so SCG, Sydney Football Stadium, ANZ
Stadium.
:

EGAN:

Alright.
The other team was me and that was everything other than the stadia, so
you are talking from grass root community sports facilities through to the
tier of venues below stadia.

25
:
EGAN:

Ok.
So, my job was really about planning for facilities, and at some point, in
time, well over the past few years, I’ve been responsible for the $100
million Regional Sport Infrastructure Fund, and the $100 million Greater
Sydney Sport Facility Fund.

30

:
35
EGAN:

Ok, so the point in time which we are referring to is around and about
2016 and 2017, within the Office of Sport, what was your reporting
structure? Who did you report to?
Yep.

:

And how did the chain go up?

40
D10745115
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EGAN:

Yeah so my Executive Director in June 2016 was Paul Doorn. So Paul
was the Executive Director of the Sport Infrastructure Group, and Paul
reported to the Chief Executive of the Office of Sport, and at the time that
was Matt Miller.

5
:

10

EGAN:

Ok, now within the Office of Sport at that point in time, when you were
dealing with a minister’s office was it a matter of dealing with the DLO,
or was it a matter of dealing with the minister staff? How did it work?
At that point in time most of the dealings were done by Paul Doorn and
Matt Miller. My involvement with them was I would say was rare, except
in relation to the awarding of funds in June 2016, when there was a
communication from the minister’s Policy Advisor, Mark Landrigan to me
about the projects that the Minister wished to fund.

15
:
EGAN:
20

Ok, let’s go into Clay Target - - Ok.

:

EGAN:

And I’ll open it to you, tell us what you can recall, and we will go from
there?
Ok, so a bit of background towards the end of each financial year, the
Minister’s office contacts the department and says what unspent and
uncommitted funds do you have in your budget, and that tends to happen
about early June. And then department goes back to the minister’s office
and said, well we’ve got X amount of dollars that have been uncommitted.
So, then the Minister decides what projects he or she wishes to fund, out
of those uncommitted funds. So in June 2016, the office identified that we
had $1.5 million of uncommitted funds, in our recurrent budget, so that’s
the Office of Sports own budget, and we had $900,000, was uncommitted
in the Sport and Recreation Fund. The Sport and Recreation Fund is a
bucket of money of about $15 to $16 million, which we used to fund a
whole range of individual grant programs. So $1.5 mill out of our
recurrent budget, and $900,000 out of the Sport and Recreation Fund. So,
with that information, it was what projects could we suggest to the
Minister, that he could fund out of that money.

25

30

35

:

And who was the Minister at this point in time, sorry?

40
D10745115
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EGAN:

That’s a good question. The Minister at that time was the Honourable
Stuart Ayres MP.
:

Ok.

5
EGAN:

So, we started in 2015 doing a study called The Future Needs of Sporting
Infrastructure study, where we asked 128 Councils in New South Wales,
and the state sporting organisation, so they are the peak body for sports,
what their sport facility priorities were, so we captured that information
from them, so when it came up, or what projects could we suggest to the
minister to be funded, so Matt, Paul and I thought an appropriate starting
point was the future needs of sport infrastructure study, and to look at the
number one priority projects, that the sports put forward to us. So, I
actually did a body of work, to go through the future needs of sport
infrastructure study 2015, and identified the priority projects of a number
of sports, and that is an attachment to a briefing note that was signed by
Matt Miller on the 22nd of June 2016.

10

15

:
20
EGAN:

25

Ok, so for the purpose of identification John is reading from a document
titled ‘Briefing the Minister’ has document number CDGS16/171.
Correct. Yep, so that briefing note went up to the minister’s office, and
that was the end of that. Then - - -

:
EGAN:

30
:
EGAN:
35

:

Was the Clay Target mentioned in that?
Yes, yes so in this briefing note for sports that had projects we were
suggesting was cricket, tennis, netball, AFL, bowls, rugby union, carting,
pony club, rowing, surfing, diving, badminton, judo, gliding, riding for the
disabled, wheelchair sports and the Australian Clay Target Association.
So, in that point in time what have the Australian Clay Target Association
sought?
At that point in time they were seeking, they said the estimated cost of
their project was around 6.1 million, and what had been suggested, that the
Office provide funding to them to do a business case. Because we don’t
you know, fund a project worth 6.1 mil without a proper business case
being in place.
And who had made that suggestion?

40
D10745115
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EGAN:

I think Mr Maguire actually wrote that in a letter to the Minister asking for
funding for the business case, so I think that’s where that idea came from.
:

Ok.

5
EGAN:

So, I think I’ve got correspondence from Mr Maguire in my pile, where I
think he has asked for funding for the business case yep.
:

10

Yeah that was the 22nd of June 2016, it was signed by the Chief Executive,
Matt Miller.

EGAN:

15

Ok, yep. So, I’m just going through the (unintelligible) with this proposal
you’ve put up, what’s, what’s the date on that again, on that side was?

:

EGAN:

So, prior to Mr Maguire writing seeking some commitment to fund a
business case, was this something that was on your radar as say,
something that was needed?
Not me personally, the documentation that I’ve been able to access, which
are (unintelligible) my files and my team’s files date back to 2012. So, in
2012, the first letter I can see that we received from Mr Maguire in
relation to a request for funding for the ACTA, and then over the years he
kept making representations to the minister seeking funding for ACTA,
and there are at least two meetings that took place, between Mr Maguire,
at that point in time he met with the Honourable George Souris, and later
on there was a meeting with a couple of people in Minister Ayers’ staff.

20

25

:

Ok, so there had been a history of applications to fund some sort of
development.

30
EGAN:

Yep.
:

35

EGAN:
40

No, it wasn’t on our radar –
:

D10745115

And then there was further representations, a meeting and then, so what
I’m trying to ascertain is whether this was something on the radar of the
Office of Sport prior to Mr Maguire again writing, and then the meeting
with the minister staff? Was this some that was - - -

Ok, ok.
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EGAN:

- as a project, in the documentation that I’ve got it was suggested that it be
included as what’s called the new policy proposal to Treasury. So, every
year we get asked to put forward our, like our budget bids to Treasury,
that has to be signed off by the Minister, then it goes to Treasury and they
say yes or no. This proposal according to the documentation was included
as an MPP but was not successful.

5

:
10

EGAN:

Ok, right and, and - - So, at that point in time it really wasn’t on our radar.

:
EGAN:

It was dead in the water.
Basically, dead in the water. There was no money for it.

15
:

Ok, alright keep going.
Ok. So, then on the 28th of June, Mark Landrigan, who was a Policy
Advisor in Minister Ayers office emailed Matt Miller, the Chief Executive
of the Office of Sport and said, “Hi Matt, I’ve been asked to send this to
you. Below and attached are our recommendations for the underspend.
Hope to send four more through this afternoon.” Now in that list of
projects, there is the Australian Clay Target Association and it is up to
$40,000 to help them prepare a business case.

EGAN:
20

25
:

30

EGAN:
35

They are yours.
:

EGAN:

40

Oh, thank you.
I copied them for you. This is the one I’m looking for just give me one
sec. Can I just clarify one thing?

:
D10745115

Ok. For the purposes of the transcript John is reading from an email
chain, which commences with an email from Mark Landrigan to himself
dated the 28th of June 2016 at 4:40pm. And also includes an earlier email
dated 28th of June 2016 at 2:04pm, which was Mark Landrigan to Matt
Miller and Jane (unintelligible). Are you happy for us to take copies of
these?

Yes, sure.
Proofed by
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EGAN:

So, I think the 40,000 is actually, was my suggestion for that. And so,
when we were said, when we were asked, when we were advised that we
would be funding a business case. I went to our asset management team,
who do this all the time, and I said to them what’s the rough figure for a
business case of this nature? And the figure of 40,000, they said is the
average that they spend on this type of business case.

5

:
10

EGAN:

So, I’ll just clarify that.
:

EGAN:

:

Alright.

:

So, I went to ask the Asset Management team, I think that’s where the
figure of 40,000 came from.
So, a quantum came from a question you asked.

:

Yes.
And the idea came from I suppose Maguire - - -

EGAN:

EGAN:
25

Sure.
Because they are doing business cases all the time for the upgraded and
capital works at our sport and recreation centres, and I had no idea what a
business case could cost.

15

20

Ok.

EGAN:

Yeah, seeking, seeking - - :

To the Minister.

30
EGAN:

Yes, that’s right. Yep, Yep, yep. So, we got at 2:04pm on Tuesday the
28th of June 2016, we got the list of the first of the projects that the
Minister wished to fund out of our own committed funds. And then at
4:40pm on Tuesday the 28th of June, we got what looks like the final list
of projects with contact people.

35
:
EGAN:
40
D10745115

Ok.
Ok, so this is where it becomes very, very busy. So, between 4:40pm on
28th of June 2016 until 5pm on the 30th of June, we have to negotiate all
these funding agreements, and we actually have to make the grant
Proofed by
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payments. So we had 48 hours basically of contacting everyone, getting
them a draft funding agreement, getting them to have an authorised person
sign the funding agreement, get a tax invoice to us, and then we had to get
the tax invoice into our finance payment system, and that money had to
actually, actually had to get out the door by 5pm on the 30th of June.

5
:
EGAN:

End of financial year.
End of financial year pressure, yes.

10
:
EGAN:
15

20

So, with this funding –
Yep.

:

EGAN:

- and the $40,000 you mentioned, is there any criteria around it? When he
says it’s for a business case, but could it be the case that the ACTA could
write their own business case and keep the $40,000? Was there a
requirement around the agreement?
So, ACTA would not have the capacity to write a business case, that
would be in compliance with New South Wales treasury guidelines on
business cases.

:

Ok.

25
EGAN:

I can guarantee that.
:

30

So, on the 29th of June 2016, I signed the funding agreement with ACTA,
and they had to provide us with a business case for facility development
and then amount of the funding agreement was forty thousand excluding
GST. So, this is the document that enabled us to make a grand payment…

EGAN:

35

:
EGAN:

40

Sure, ok.
Of forty thousand dollars. And also, we’ve actually got the, from our
payment system.

:
D10745115

Yep.

Ok, yep.
Proofed by
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EGAN:

So, just going back to your question about how these come about. So,
when I look at a number of these projects these local MPs had written into
the Minister suggesting projects that they wish to be funded in their
electorate. So, there are letters from local MPs, for a number of these
projects, saying you know ‘if funding became available this is a project I
would like to see funded’. So, that’s how all this came about.

5

:
10
EGAN:

Ok, so the other project you mention here, are they actual funding to build
or to do something as opposed to funding a business case for a larger sum
of money?
That’s right, none of these other projects from my memory were business
cases, so one of them was for
.
was a bit of an upgrade, the same with
.

15
:
EGAN:

Ok.
The only one that was funded for a business case is the ACTA one.

20
:
EGAN:

It is unusual for us, because under our grant programs we don’t provide
money to fund feasibility studies or business cases, so whether it’s the
Regional Infrastructure Fund or the Greater Sydney Fund or any of the
other ones we administer it is our expectation that the applicant provides
the business case or the feasibility study to us, and that they fund that out
of their own money.

25

30

:
EGAN:

EGAN:

40
D10745115

Yep. So, what was the difference here?
The difference here is that the Minister wished to fund a business case.

:
35

Was that something that was unusual?

Ok, is there any guidelines you had around that? Is it a policy document
that you referred to before, stating you don’t fund business cases?
Yep, so when we do our guidelines for our individual grant programs, we
specify what are eligible projects and what are not eligible projects. And
also, over the years when people have written into the different ministers
and said could we have funding for a business case. Our stock standard
Proofed by
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answer in all the ministerial letters is that the Office of Sport does not
provide funding for feasibility studies or business cases.
:

Ok.

5
EGAN:

Yep.
:

10

EGAN:

And this one you did?
This one we did, yes.

:
EGAN:

And you said the Minister wanted to do it, how did you form that view?
Well, because the Minister, Mark Landrigan, his Policy Adviser emailed
Matt Miller on Tuesday 28th of June at 2:04pm saying that this project was
to be funded.

15

:

Ok, what you refer to there, what you said is the stock standard answer
you give is that we don’t fund business cases…

20
EGAN:

Yep.
:

Is there something I can look at to say this reflects policy number one,
two, three, four, five, six.

25
EGAN:

It isn’t written in a policy document.
:

30

EGAN:

Ok, it’s a standard…
It’s just a standard response that we give to people.

:
EGAN:

I’m assuming Matt Miller was aware of that at the time?
I can’t comment on what Matt would be aware of.

35
:

EGAN:

Ok, you said before that a number of letters had gone out previously
saying, we don’t do that.
Yeah, yeah.

40
:
D10745115

And those letters would have gone through Matt Miller?
Proofed by
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EGAN:

Yeah, while he was Chief Executive, yep, yes.
:

5

EGAN:

Ok…
Yep.

:

So, however the business case was to be funded by the minister, you’ve
got the document which is a funding agreement, you’ve got a copy of the
actual payment form.

10
EGAN:

Yes.
:

15

EGAN:

Ok, so, ok so just going back because I know I was quoted the transcript
was in the media, between 4:40pm on Tuesday the 28th of June 2016 and
the signing of the funding agreement, I had telephone conversations with
Tony Tuner of ACTA, saying look the minister has approved a grant for
you for forty thousand dollars for the business cases, we need to get the
funding agreement signed ASAP, I need a tax invoice from you ASAP, so
we can actually get the payment into our grant system. So, I did have
conversations, probably a couple of conversations with Mr Turner to
expedite this matter, yep.

20

25

:
EGAN:

35

:
D10745115

Ok, what was your understanding that the business case was for?
The business case was for the proposal for an upgrade of the ACTA
centre. Now, if you look at what’s been raised since about 2012, the
components of the project have been at different points in time. So, early
on it was actually about I think about the shooting range and not a bigger
like a conference centre or something like that, but the business case was
around like a major development at the site. So, in the information that
we had, they’ve advised they’ve completed stages one and two of their
plan to develop their facilities, now, so they’ve completed stages one and
two and they’re now seeking funding for its stage three development,
which has been estimated to cost around $6.1 mil. Stage three works
include Olympic discipline traps, international standard stands and covers,
clubhouse/national administration block and roads and drainage works.

30

40

What happened after that?

Ok.
Proofed by
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EGAN:

So that’s what we understood would be the focus of the business case.
:

5

EGAN:

Which seems to be all relevant to the sport itself.
Yes, exactly.

:

At this point in time were there existing facilities in New South Wales,
I’m assuming in the Olympics there was a Clay Target Association, at the
Sydney Olympics.

10
EGAN:

Yeah, so we’ve got the Sydney International Shooting Centre. Which was
one of the Olympic venues and that’s managed by the Office of Sport.
Only more recently we’ve now got the Southern Highlands Regional
Shooting Complex, that only got completed a couple of years ago.
Outside Sydney I’m not aware of any other international standard shooting
facilities.

15

:
20

EGAN:

Yeah.
:

25

EGAN:

That could be used to I suppose hold events of Olympic calibre events, is
that a reasonable statement?
That would be my understanding, but I’m not an expert on shooting
disciplines.

:
30

There obviously were Olympic facilities in existence at this point in time.

EGAN:

I’m not sure why we are building something we already had, that’s all.
Yeah, ok.

:
EGAN:

Can you offer any explanation to that?
No, I can’t offer an explanation for that.

35
:
EGAN:
40

Yes.
:

D10745115

Ok, so at that point in time, that was your understanding…

Was to do with upgrade to facilitate the sport.
Proofed by
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EGAN:

Yep, yep.
:

5

EGAN:

What happened after that?
So, this is where I sort of came to an end with this project, that they
submitted a business case, whether it was to the Minister or to the Office
of Sport, I’m not sure, and then Paul asked another person who was
leading a Stadia team, who was Director of Stadia Network
Implementation, to prepare the cabinet minute, for funding for the
upgrade.

10
:
EGAN:

Ok.
Yeah.

15
:
EGAN:

And that was Michael Toohey?
That’s correct, Michael Toohey, Michael was the one. And I’ve got a
copy of the cabinet submission in the papers.

20
:
EGAN:

Ok.
And so that was the end of my involvement, once Paul asked Michael to
write the cabinet submission, I was no longer involved.

25
:

30

EGAN:

35

No, when I read that in that media report that’s probably the first time, I
realised that it had morphed from what was proposed into, I think
someone was suggesting that it should be a one thousand seat conference
centre, but no I didn’t have no knowledge of that.
:

EGAN:

D10745115

Ok, do you recall at any point in time the proposal morphing from what
you’ve described into something including a large conference centre as
well?

Ok, on the basis and our understanding is that it has morphed into what
was originally proposed.
Yeah.

Proofed by
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:

5

EGAN:

(Laughs) have you been following budget estimates?
:

EGAN:

(Laughs)
This was a question last year, and it was a question this year. So, I’ll give
you a bit of background, because it’s same as your question, in the, lead
up to the March 2015 state election, the member for Penrith.

10

:
15

Plus this large conference centre. Would that be normal, something that
the Office of Sport would fund, a sort of multipurpose type of venue? Is
that what you’re saying?

EGAN:

Mr Ayers?
Yes, Mr Ayers made an election commitment of twelve million dollars of
state government money, for the Western Sydney Sport and Community
Centre, now there’s a whole story to that, but I won’t go into it.
Subsequently, that project morphed and the whole sport component
dropped off and it became the Western Sydney Community and
Conference Centre. And so the questions of budget estimates last year
were why is this no sport component is the Office of Sport managing the
funding agreement and making the grand payments. Very good question,
very good question. After budget estimates that project was transferred to
Housing and Property New South Wales, because I think people realised
there were no sport component, and that project at the moment, that
includes a one thousand-seater conference centre. So, government does
fund these sorts of things, whether the Office of Sport is the appropriate
agency for something like that, I would say at the moment people think
it’s not appropriate.

20

25

30
:

35

EGAN:

Yep, yep.
:

40

EGAN:
D10745115

So, I can understand from what we’ve discussed there was a nexus to Clay
Target and that sport (unintelligible) after a clubhouse, the thousand seat
conference centre seems to be somewhat removed from…

That. Are you aware of any feasibility studies that were done, other than
this business case that the ACTA provided?
In relation to this specific project or the function centre?
Proofed by
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:
EGAN:

Either or.
I can go back, to very early on (unintelligible) where they, so back in
2015, they did provide a proposal to government, which was for the world
championships 2018, and they wanted to be able to upgrade the facilities
so that they could hold a world championships, so that’s the only other
document prior to the business case I’m aware of.

5

:

Ok, I’ll just show you some documents.

10
EGAN:

Yep.
:

15

20

EGAN:

John, going back on the timeline, and some of these you weren’t copied
into, but I’ll ask if you were aware of them as well. Ok, just so we’re
clear these are documents that the Commission has obtained, you’ll see
numbers on top of them these are the Commission property reference
numbers, but for ease of the transcript I’ll label them Doc 1, Doc 2, Doc 3,
so I will refer to them.
Ok.

:

25

EGAN:

Ok, so Doc 1 is an email from Jane Little to the ministerial account for the
Office of Sport and attached is correspondence from Mr Maguire, and the
proposal you’ve just shown me the world championship 2018 national
grand development email. It’s an email dated 1st of February 2016 at
2:21pm, and I’ll show you this, this refers to a letter from Mr Maguire,
which is dated 22nd of January 2016, to Minister Ayers.
Yep.

30
:
EGAN:
35

Yep, ok.
:

EGAN:

D10745115

This type of project. Do you recall seeing that before?
Not really, no.

:
40

Asking that consideration of funding.

Ok, that’s Doc 1. And this is sort of leading you through the events prior
to…
Proofed by
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EGAN:

Yep.
:

Document 2 is a letter from Minister Ayers’ office to Maguire dated the
14th of March 2016, so just keeping the dates in mind.

5
EGAN:

Yeah.
:

10
EGAN:

The 14th of March, the Minister replies to Mr Maguire, I’m assuming on
advice from your department, in essence saying thank you but we can’t
fund that proposal.
Yeah, look I don’t have a memory of this letter.

:

Ok.

15
EGAN:

But if it was in my pile, it was in my pile, but I don’t have a strong
memory of it.
:

So, in March ’16 the Minister said we have no money to do this.

20
EGAN:

Yep.
:

25

EGAN:

Thank you but no thank you. And I think this is a document we referred
to earlier, it’s an email document three, which starts with an email from
Mark Landrigan to Chris Hall, but prior to that, there’s an email from you
to Paul Doorn, dated the 20th of June 2016, I think the one we referred to
before.
Can I just have a look at that, please.

30
:
EGAN:

Yeah, sure. Doc three.
Yeah, so this would be the briefing note. Yeah, so this is the one where I
would’ve done a draft briefing note, which would have been the pre-curser
to this final one.

35
:
EGAN:

Yes.
And that would’ve been discussed…

40
:
D10745115

Ok.
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EGAN:

Well, likely discussed with the Minister’s office.
:

5
EGAN:

So, in between what I’ve shown you the letter from Minister Ayers to
Maguire, saying we have no money.
Yep.

:

To this document.

10
EGAN:

Yep.
:

15
EGAN:

It’s our understanding that Mr Maguire again wrote to the Minister saying,
would you please meet with Mr Turner, subsequently Chris Hall and Mark
Landrigan met with Mr Turner.
Yep, yep.

:

Were you aware of that?

20
EGAN:

I was when I read this document.
:

Ok, are you referring to the copy you have the ministerial brief
IM1618371.

25
EGAN:

Yep that’s right, yep.
:

So, at the time you weren’t aware, you’ve only become aware of it until
when you’ve read this document now?

30
EGAN:

That’s right.
:

35

EGAN:

No, I did not attend the meeting.
:

40
D10745115

Ok, so you didn’t attend the meeting?

So after that. It’s our understanding that after that meeting, you then have
the situation where the funding recommendation for the business case is
made. Ok, do you have any understanding why that occurred after the
meeting?
Proofed by
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EGAN:

No.
:

I understand that meeting occurred probably in mid-June, sometime there
that’s my recollection.

5
This one said they met on 18th of May 2016.

EGAN:
:
10

EGAN:

Alright.
Is that the same of you’ve got?

:

Yeah, it’s the same one.
So Chris Hall and Mark Landrigan met with ACTA, on the 18th of May
2016.

EGAN:
15
:

On the 20th of June, they want a letter back from you saying we are going
to find the twenty thousand dollars, forty-thousand-dollar business case,
reading the top of the ministerial briefing note here.

20
Yeah, so this letter was due back to the Minster on the 20th of July.

EGAN:
:
25

July.
The approval of the grant, of forty thousand dollars, was done on the 29th
of June 2016, so the approval was done, before the reply had to be made to
this letter.

EGAN:

:
30
EGAN:

Ok, no problems at all. Now, see the document you are referring to see
there’s a signature of the bottom of it?
Yes, that’s Minister Ayers’ signature.

:
35
EGAN:

Right, you are going to provide those documents to us anyway, so well
deal with those in isolation.
Yep.

:

What’s your experience of the cabinet process?

40
D10745115
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EGAN:

I had some, like Michael was here, I would refer to Michael. Michael has
far more experience with the whole cabinet process, than I do. But I have
enough understanding to know, that normally a funding request would go
to ERC, so the Expenditure Review Committee of Cabinet. And then, so
they make decisions about the allocation of New South Wales government
funding, and in policy type matters go to a full cabinet.

5

:
10

EGAN:

And sometimes a funding submission may go to ERC, and then ERC
would refer that to the full cabinet.
:

15

Ok.

EGAN:

Is that an extended process?
It can be a very time-consuming process. So, it depends on what the
matter is, so sometimes a matter will be walked into cabinet on that day,
and cabinet will consider the matter and make a decision, so that does
happen, other times you’ve got to provide a cabinet submission weeks in
advance, so it can be circulated to other government agencies for feedback
and comment, and then those comments would be finalised and
incorporated into a document, and then it would go to cabinet.

20

:

Ok, so you said you had no involvement in the ERC submission is that
right?

25
EGAN:

That’s right, that’s correct. Paul gave the task of writing the cabinet
submission to Michael Toohey.
:

30

EGAN:
35

Yep.
:

EGAN:

D10745115

We’ve conducted an interview some while back now with Tony Turner,
and during the interview Mr Turner recounted a conversation he had with
a person he couldn’t remember who the person was.

In terms Mr Turner recounted he could recall that during the conversation,
the person, and I’m paraphrasing here.
Yep, yep.
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:

5

EGAN:

Might not be the exact words, the person he was speaking to indicated the
Minister wanted to build the place bigger than the initial plans. Was that
you?
No.

:
EGAN:

Ok.
No.

10
:
EGAN:

Do you have any knowledge of that?
I have no knowledge of that, and after that media story. People jumped to
the conclusion that I was the person who said that to Mr Turner.

15
:
EGAN:

Oh, there was something in the Sydney Morning Herald, or something,
where it looked like they obtained a transcript of maybe Mr Turner’s
testimony, and so there was a quote from that in the media article.

20
:
EGAN:

And that was an interview with us, I think that was, yep.
The other thing I did come across, which I will try and find for you, it’s
actually an email, this is the one, so I’ll just read it, on Wednesday the 25th
of January 2017, at 1:29pm, a staff member in the department, no actually
at that time, the Department of Industry at that point of time, said my
office has been given the task to work with ACTA and GHD, to get the
business case to a standard that meets with the New South Wales treasury
guidelines in capital business cases, and answer the question, why
supporting the case would benefit the state of New South Wales. So there
was another government agency involved with the ACTA project at that
point in time.

25

30

35

Which media story are you referring to?

:
EGAN:

Ok, in your area of responsibility which is everything but stadia.
Yes.

:

I’m assuming, you wouldn’t consider this proposal as stadia?

40
EGAN:
D10745115

No, not as stadia.
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:
EGAN:

So, in the terms of your responsibly where this would fall.
Yep.

5
:

EGAN:

The proposal, 5.5 million dollars, was that a large amount of money, for
the Office of Sport to fund?
Probably back then it was, if we are talking like 2016 that was a large
amount of money. Today we are funding ten, twenty million dollars out
of our budget for projects. But back in 2016, five million was a large
amount of money.

10

:

What funding source did you draw from to fund things like this?

15
EGAN:

Something like that would be a submission to cabinet.
:

20

EGAN:

Ok.
We do not have five million dollars in our budget for an infrastructure
project. You know we didn’t even have the Regional Sport Infrastructure
Fund then, that didn’t start until ’17, ’18. And under that program the
maximum grant was ten million. So, if this project had of been around in
’17, ’18, we would have said put in an application to the Regional Sport
Infrastructure Fund.

25
:

Ok, alright. Since there was some media in relation to what you refer to,
have you had any discussion with anyone on what occurred in relation to
this?

30
EGAN:

No, no, no.
:

35

EGAN:

40

The only person I mentioned it was to my Chief Executive, Karen Jones,
that I’ve been contacted by you, and that I had agreed to an interview, and
that’s just being a good public servant, letting you’re Chief Executive
know that.
:

D10745115

Ok.

Yeah.
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EGAN:

But I haven’t had any conversation with Karen or with anyone.
:

5

:
10

Alright, John, at this point in time, assuming you have no sort of
involvement after the request to submit a cabinet minute. I have no
further questions to ask you at this point in time.
is there anything
you want to ask?
Nothing.

:

EGAN:

Ok, John thank you for coming to see us today, it’s much appreciated.
Just in closing I’ll just ask you; do you have any complaints about the way
in which
and I have conducted the interview today?
I have no complaints.

15
:
EGAN:
20

They have.
:

EGAN:

Are they true and correct to the best of your knowledge and belief?
They are.

:

D10745115

Have the answers you have given been of your own free will?

John, thank you I will finalise the interview now, the time is 10:48am.
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Maria Yu-Sapinoso
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Jane Little
Monday, 1 February 2016 12:21 PM
=SMTP:ministerial.ems@sport.nsw.gov.au
Australian Clay target Assoc.
01022016111138-0001.pdf

Hi,
Please find attached correspondence from Daryl Maguire MP Member for Wagga Wagga regarding the Australian
Clay Target Assoc request for funding.
Could the department please prepare a response for the Ministers signature.
Due to the MO 22 February 2016.
&nks

Tne

Jane Little
Department Liaison Officer
Office of The Hon Stuart Ayres MP
Minister for Trade, Tourism and Major Events Minister for Sport

Email:
Tel:

ja ne. Iittle@m i nister. nsw.gov.a u
02 8574 6514 (MP)

This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the
intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender. Views expressed in this message are those of the
.dividual sender, and are not necessarily those of the office of the Premier
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Ministerial Action Request Sheet
Minister for Sport
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Ministerial Ref No:

•
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I IM16/2717

I Department Ref No:

IMMEDIATE (PRIORITY -ASAP)
URGENT (1 Week)
Early (2 Weeks)

181 Routine (3 Weeks)
181 Date registered at Minister's Office:
181 Date due back to Minister:

•
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/
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Subject:

Australian Clay Target Assoc. request for funding

Author:

Daryl Maguire MP Member for Wagga Wagga

Minister's Office Contact: Policy Advisor (Marc Landrigan)

•

•

•

Chief of Staff Acknowledgement sent

OoS Acknowledgement required

ACTION REQUIRED

FOR SIGNATURE OR RECEIPT BY

181 Response for signature

181 Minister

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Briefing Note
Meeting brief
Function brief
Informal advice

OoS to confirm role/speech (refer
comments)

•
•
•

Chief of Staff
Chief Executive Officer
Divisional Head
Policy Advisor
Other

For Department Information
For Department action
For Department response

Comments / Instructions
Could the department please prepare a response to Mr Daryl Maguire MP Member for
Wagga Wagga regarding the Australian Clay Target Association request for funding for
the ACTA ISSF Facilities, new clubhouse and office complex.
Due to the MO 22/02/2016.
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Daryl Maguire

MP

Member for Wagga Wagga
Parliamentary Secretary for Corrections, Emergency Services,
Veterans and The Centenarv of ANZAC
I

76 Morgan Street (PO Box 2184) Wagga Wagga 2650
Tel: 02 6921 1622 or 1300 768 378
Fax: 02 6921 4424 Email: waggawagga@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Web: www.magt.ireriverinamedia.com.au

The Hon Stuart Ayres MP
Minister for Trade, Tourism and Major Events
Minister for Sport
GPO Box 5341
SYDNEY 2001

Parliament House Macquarie Street Sydney NSW 2000
Tel: 02 9230 2155

•
Dear Minister
I have received the attached correspondence from Mr Tony Turner National Executive Office
of the Australian Clay Target Association Incorporated seeking funding for the ACTA ISSF
Facilities and also New Clubhouse and Office complex.
I have also approached the Treasurer.
Your advice will be appreciated.
Thank you.

•

Yours sincerely

2 January 2016

MGP

.

~
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Margaret Pulver
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Tony Turner <execofficer@claytarget.com.au>
Thursday, 7 January 2016 4:27 PM
ElectorateOffice WaggaWagga
Sumissions and Draft plans
National Ground development Jan 2016.pdf; Perspective SK-02.jpg; Perspective
SK-OlaJpg; Perspective SK-01.jpg; Ground -ISSF development Impact 2016.pdf

Good afternoon Daryl,
Please find attached a an updated submission in relation to the proposed ACTA ISSF Facilities and also New Club
house and Office complex.
I have attached preliminary drawing of the new clubhouse, we a re meeting with Wagga City Council for a presubmission meeting at the end of January, once we have confirmation of Councils requirements we will proceed
with the Architectural plans and detailed costing .
•

gards

Tony Tu.mer
National Executive Officer
Australian Clay Target Association Incorporated
Registered number Al2282
ABN: 14 590 029 414
Phone +61 2 69382121
execofficer@claytarget. corn. au

•

IMPORTANT

•

Jhe information transmitted is for the use of the intended recipient only and may contain confidential and/or legally
rivileged material. Any review, re-transmission, disclosure dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in
reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited and may result
in severe penalties. If you have received this e-mail in error please notify the Australian Clay Target Association Inc.
on {02) 6938 2121 and delete all copies of this transmission together with any attachments.

****************************************************************************
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•
Tony Turner, Executive Officer
Australian Clay Target Association
Wednesday, April 15, 2015
execofficer@claytarget.com.au

January 1, 2016
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ACTA National Development

Executive Summary
Founded in 1947 the Australian Clay Target Association (ACTA) is the peal? shooting body for clay
target shooting within Australia.
Australia is a competitive country in the world for Clay Target Shooting having had great success on
the Olympic stage. Why can't it be number one in the world for all International shooting disciplines?
We thinR that it should be and this epitomises our aim for the future of our association as we
constantly strive for the best.

J:.....,,,an IIDCI 10th ICTSI' V....W DTI.

Chmlpioml1ir•
~.&th-ZlhhJuty:Ol!

MidWales

•

OAY !,HOQ!flC UHtU

In 1997 a decision was made by the National Executive to move the National Office from its location
in Melbourne to Wagga Wagga and establish the Wogga Gun Club site as a National Shooting
Ground. In 1999 the first of many National Championships were held at the National Ground and
the development the Wagga Wagga Shooting Ground has caught the imagination of our Executive
and Members.

OBJECTIVES
January, 2016
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ACT A National Development

The Australian Clay Target Association's overall objective is to develop, promote and encourage the
recreational sport of clay target shooting. The development of training facilities for all ACTA
disciplines is recognised as an important port of this objective.
High profile athletes, including Olympians, Commonwealth Games representatives, Elite shooters in
Down the Line (DTL), S~eet as well as other disciplines, are fostered and supported as important
assets to the association.
This is achieved while consistently maintaining the association and its current exemplary record of
safety in the sport.

•
Laetisha Scanlan
Gold World Cup 2015

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Adam Vella, Thomas Grice, Jae!? Wallace
Gold Medal World Cup Men's Team

Adam Vella
Gold World Cup 2015

Promotion of the interests of the members of the Association in all matters whatsoever that
relates directly or indirectly to clay target shooting or sport generally.
Promoting safe handling of firearms through accreditation courses
Promotion, encouragement, regulation and provision of facilities for championships,
competitions, exhibitions and other activities including those held at club, state and national
level.
Promotion of all disciplines of clay target shooting including: Down-the-line,
American S~eet, Sporting Clays, Olympic Disciplines etc at Club, Zone, State and National
Level
Provision of appropriate training facilities for notional and international athletes.
Provision to members of monthly magazine ensuring communication of developments in sport
and items of interest to members.

January, 2016
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OUR OLYMPIC GOLD MEDALLISTS
MICHAEL DIAMOND

Olympic men's trap gold medal in
Atlanta in 1996,
Olympic men's trap gold medal in
Sydney in 2000, only the second
person in the History of the sport to win the
same event bacl:? to bad~

•

RUSSELL MARK
Won the Olympic gold medal in Double Trap

at the 1996 Summer Olympics in Atlanta,

SUZY BALOGH, OAM
Won women's Trap event at the 2004 Athens
Olympic Games, she became the first female
Australian shooting gold medallist in history.

January, 2016
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NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES OF THE ACTA

The ACTA is committed to developing the National Shooting Ground as an internationally acclaimed
sporting competition ground The ACTA is seeking funds for the development through Local, State
and Federal grants to compliment the contribution of the ACTA (1.2 M) plus over $3M already
invested
The Association is planning to build a new Clubhouse/National Administration office complex on the
National ground prior to the World Trap Championships in 2018 at the National Ground, The total
cost of the project including the addition of four ISSF Traps will be in the vicinity of JS Million Dollars.

•

The National Shooting Ground will be utilised for the benef"rt of all shooting disciplines whilst our
promotion and marketing will be targeted to encourage National and International competitors and
Countries to utilise the facilities.
The New South Wales Clay Target Association (NSWCTA) is supportive of the development of the
National ground confirming they will continue to hold their State Titles at the National Ground and
will also use the National Ground as their official Head ()uarters.
It is anticipated that most National Championship will be held at the National Ground with the New
South Wales CTA (The largest State for memberships) conducting their State Championships and
Development camps. The standard of the facility will be of such a high standard that Clubs and
Associations will naturally use the facility on a more frequent basis.

STAGE 3 DEVELOPMENT (By 2017)
I.

•

Building of new Club HouJe/Hall of Fame/ Events and National Office. The capacity
would be approximately 450 seated and 1000 theatre style. local Builders and local
architeds are being used for the projed.

2. Purchase of land to the west for additional 5 Traps, catering for the growth of the sport
over the next twenty five years. This will bring the number of competition traps to 20
3.

The Association has also investigated other configurations of the current land to a/low
further expansion in the future

4.

Further alignment and Jealing of Roads within the complex

s. Improving drainage on the ground within the scope allowed
6. Build further shaded grandstand areas
7.

This clubhouse and the ground would be available for other user groups

January, 2016
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DRAFT BUDGET
Olympic Discipline Traps

$1. m

Required International standard stands and covers

$.2m

Club House/National Administration bloc!:?

$4.Sm

Roads and Drainage

$ .4 m

Total

$6.1 m

The ACTA has committed 1.2 Million dollars of funds to the project.
ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO WAGGA WAGGA AND NEW SOUTH WALES
There are many economic benefits to the City of Wagga Wagga and New South Wales
which we hove outlined as follows:
•

Increased profile of the sport in the community

•

The one off benefit of over $5. Million dollars spent in the Wagga Building industry

•

Ongoing investment in Wagga Wagga through increased patronage of the facility

•

International and interstate recognition of New South Wales and Wagga Wagga as a

•

shooting and tourism destination.
•

Ideal weather conditions which will attract European countries to train in Wagga
Wagga.

•

Planned annual events will attract members and competitors to holiday in Wagga
Wagga and NSW. Competitors will be encouraged to bring friends and family as a
holiday destination.

•

Increased utilisation of motel/hotel accommodation and restaurants in the city as it is
close to the venue.

•

Benefits to the tourism industry through travel to and around Wagga Wagga

NUMBER OF COMPETITIONS PER YEAR:
•

Annual National Championships including:

•

National Down the Line Championships (5 out of 6 years)

•

National Sporting Clays Championships

•

National Sbeet Championships

January, 2016
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ANNUAL NSWCTA CHAMPIONSHIPS INCLUDING:
•

NSWCTA State Down the Line Championships

•

NSWCTA State SReet Championships

•

National Junior training sessions,

•

Riverina Zone Down the Line Championships

ECONOMIC INFORMATION:
The DTL National Championships held in Wagga Wagga in March 2015 attracted 1800
entries in addition to family and friends. They stayed for 7 - 8 nights on average in
Wagga Wagga.

•

The offices were occupied in 2000 with the official opening taRing place in Morch of that
year. With a staff of 6 full time employees this office is responsible for the administration
of the association and deals with the 276 clubs and 14,000 members nationally. In
addition, the association employs a full time groundsman responsible for the
maintenance of the Notional Ground.
An annual amount of $350,000 is paid in salaries, which is directly or indirectly
distributed into the Wagga Wagga community.
ALREADY COMPLETED DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATIONAL GROUND

STAGE 1 DEVELOPMENT (Completed)
Since the Association has been in Wagga Wagga the following stages of development
have been completed:
• Construction of Nomination Office for the running of national championships

•

• Construction of Storage Facility
• Construction of Toilet and Shower amenities
• Construction of Caravan Sites for use by our members.
• Seal driveways and carparRs on shooting site
• Installation of a bore.
• Ground and drainage earthworl:?s
•

Purchase of new target throwing equipment

•

Purchase of plant and equipment.

January, 2016
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STACE 2 DEVELOPMENT (Completed)
•
•
•
•

Sealing of the access road from Tasman Rd.,
Bridge over the storm water drain on the western end of the ground.
Development of 4 additional layouts at the western end of the complex.
This increased the complex to fifteen layouts and give greater flexibility in
accommodating more competitors

STONE THE CROWS FESTIVAL COMMITTED UNTIL 2024

•
The long term economic and facility benefits to the Wogga Wagga economy will only increase
with the building of these facilities

•

For further details please contact Tony Tumer

January, 2016
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•
Development of ISSF Infrastructure

•

At the National Grounds Wagga Wagga

308 Copland St, Wagga Wagga 2650
Ph: 02 69382121, execofficer@claytarget.com.au
P.O. Box 466 Wagga Wagga, NSW 2650
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Australian Clay Target Association is located in Wagga Wagga and is proposing to
incorporate additions to its current facility to accommodate Four ISSF Trap Layouts. The
value of the project's equipment and its installation is $6.1 m.
This report details the economic benefit to the region of constructing the new facilities and
the events associated with State, National and International tournaments which will occur
resulting from the investment.

2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The aim is to build an International Standard Clay Target facility capable of conducting
events in all disciplines including Trap, Skeet, 5 Stand Sporting, Sportrap, English Sporting
and the ISSF discipline, which is the events conducted at the Olympic and Commonwealth
Games.
This would also allow Australia Cups, World Championships and selection trials to be
conducted on the National Grounds as well as National Championships in all disciplines.
The national grounds provide extremely good shooting conditions from the perspective of
weather and backdrop which results in good scores, this is ideal because it increases the
chances for shooters to achieve a Potential Qualifying Score (PQS), which is required to
achieve selection in National squads.
The facility will increase the opportunity for Junior Development for International Olympic
Disciplines due to the location, ease of access and proximity to the main population areas.

•

Support costs i.e. travel and accommodation are cheaper than the current city locations as
well as reduced travel time in situ. This will complement existing facilities and increase the
opportunity for greater and more intense practice.
The use of the ground will double and grow. In the short term after completion of the facility,
person days of activity will increase by 5000/yr. The majority of this is from outside the
region.
World Cup events can attract international coverage from media.
ISSF World Cup events are televised on international TV. This provides an opportunity to
promote the region and its products.
The facility could and would be used by Olympic and Commonwealth Games teams for
training. lt also provides the opportunity for international teams to train here.
The facility would also boost regional tourism.
The ACTA has contributed the current facility without any external support or grants.
ACTA has purchased the land and safety template areas from Wagga Wagga City Council to
ensure long term security and viability as well as to allow the opportunity to develop this
facility.
The current business model for the operation of the National Grounds requires no change.
Existing staff numbers have the capacity to maintain assets. Each activity will be cost
recovery for non fixed costs and fixed costs will not change with the new infrastructure.
Cost for the project which includes a New Clubhouse and National office complex is $6. 1m
which is composed of equipment costs of$ 375,000 and construction and implementation
costs of $825,000 for the ISSF Facility and $4.8 m for the Clubhouse National office complex
including road upgrades and landscaping.

Draft Economic Analysis National Clay Target Association
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The ACTA will seek funding for the purchase of some equipment and construction from the
NSW State Government and associated funding from the Commonwealth with the ACTA
providing the cost of land and existing support infrastructure plus $1.2m of ACTA funds as its
co-payment. This will provide a facility which will increase the participation in this Olympic
and Commonwealth discipline as well providing greater opportunity for improvement of skills,
thereby improving Australia's performance in the International sphere.

3. CONSTRUCTION PHASE
The ACTA will construct Four ISSF trap layouts and Club house/Administration Office on the
grounds currently owned by the ACTA and the project will require no further purchase of
land.
The ACTA can have the construction completed by the end or 2017.

•

The proposed level of construction includes the purchasing of specialised equipment from
Europe, installation and commissioning of that equipment as well as general site works in
Wagga Wagga to support additional activity from hosting major Clay target events on the
National Ground as well as increased use for training and competition.
Construction of the layouts will be in accordance with the design requirements of the ISSF
Regulations and Guidelines (Annex A}. The ISSF Trap layouts are proposed at the locations
identified on the attached aerial photograph (Annex B). The existing Skeet layouts are able
to be used for ISSF Skeet with modifications to the existing equipment.
The value to complete the work is below:
DRAFT BUDGET
Olympic Discipline Traps
Required International standard stands and covers
Club House/National Administration block
Roads and Drainage

$1. m
$ .2m

$4.5 m
$.4m
Total

•

$6.1 m

The ACTA has committed 1.2 Million dollars of funds to the project in addition to volunteer
labour.

4. TOURISM AND EVENTS
The outcome for event hosting represents the operational activity associated with the
investment in the project. Events ranging from a National to International scale are confirmed
for locations in 2016 and 2017. Locations for events past this period will decided in 2016.
Events of this scale have a regional economic benefit and in the case of International event
have the capacity to provide extended stay opportunity whilst visiting Australia.
The following event scenarios have been analysed.

EVENT ONE (ON APPLICATION)
National Title
Duration
Domestic Day Visitors
Domestic Overnight Visitors
International Overnight Visitors

Australia Cup
5 Days

100
200
0

Draft Economic Analysis National Clay Target Association
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EVENT 2 (ON APPLICATION )
International Title
Duration
Domestic Day Visitors
Domestic Overnight Visitors
International overnight Visitors

World Cup
5 Days

50
100
100

EVENT 3 (CONDUCTED YEARLY)
National Title
Duration
Domestic Day Visitors
Domestic Overnight Visitors
International overnight Visitors

National Trap Championships
7 Days

100
1000
500

EVENT 4 (CONDUCTED YEARLY)
National Title
Duration
Domestic Day Visitors
Domestic Overnight Visitors
International overnight Visitors

40
400
10

EVENT 4 (CONDUCTED YEARLY)
National Title
Duration
Domestic Day Visitors
Domestic Overnight Visitors
International overnight Visitors

NSW CTA Trap Championships
4 Days
80
800
10

EVENT 6 (CONDUCTED 2018)
International Title
Duration
Domestic Day Visitors
Domestic Overnight Visitors
International overnight Visitors

•

National Skeet Championships
7 Days

World Down the Line Championships
3 Days

100
1200

•

200

c-

-

-

Vi~itor ~y~r~g!? Expe_n_~itµr~ Pro_file Repdrt

Visitor nights - Percentage
Wagga
Wagga
City •
2008/11 to
2014/15

Year

International
Visitor
Nights(%)

Domestic
Visitor
Nights
(%)

2014/15
2013/14

New South Wales

Wagga Wagga City

11.3
10.8

43.6
54.7

Domestic
Daytrips

International
Visitor
Nights

Domestic
Visitor
Nights

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

45.1
34.5

36.1
35.2

40.2
40.2

23.7
24.6

Draft Economic Analysis National Clay Target Association
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Daytrips
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2012/13

10.2

56.9

32.9

34.2

40.8

26.5

25.0

2011/12

12.4

42.4

45.2

32.9

40.6

2010/11

15.1

53.8

31.1

33.3

41.5

25.2

2009/10

12.4

50.8

36.8

32.4

41.1

26.5

2008/09

11.2

48.5

40.2

33.2

42.2

24.6

Source: Tourism Research Australia, Unpublished data from the National Visitor Survey and
International Visitor Survey 2015.
http://www.id.com.au

•

Visitors (000)

21

845

Nights (000)

661

2,500

3,161

Average stay (nights)

31

3

4

Spend($m)

19

335

247

601

905

396

172

261

Average spend per night ($)

29

134

112

Average spend (commercial
accommodation) per night ($)

35

155

91

Average spend per trip ($)

1.434

2,300

Source: Tourism Research Australia , Unpublished data from the National Visitor Survey and
International Visitor Survey 2015.

•

SUMMARY:
The Australian Clay Target Association will provide National and International competition
over the next Five years that would generate substantial benefits in real terms, Tourist
dollars, spending on infrastructure and increasing the participation in National and
International competition for the sport of Clay Target Shooting.
The figures provided by Tourism Research Australia indicate a substantial and increasing
benefit to the NSW and Wagga Wagga economy through tourism and infrastructure
development. As the National Body does not receive funding through any Government body
we are seeking funds to provide the Olympic Sport of Clay Target Shooting with a National
ground suitable to host National and International events in Olympic and International
disciplines.
The provision of funding would enable to the Association to provide these facilities therefore
increasing the potential drawing power of NSW and Wagga Wagga as an elite sporting
destination for the Sport of Clay Target Shooting. The media coverage of Olympic Discipline
events (ISSF) is covered by the world body therefore providing exposure throughout the
world their own ISSF Television station.

Draft Economic Analysis National Clay Target Association
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Our other World Involvement comes through the International Clay Target Shooting
Federation. This body is the controlling body for the discipline of "Down the Line" shooting.
Currently the President of the World body is President of the ACTA, Mr. Robert Nugent,
whilst the Secretary of the ICTSF is also the author of this submission.

Tony Turner
Executive Officer
Australian Clay Target Association

•
•
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Proposed Clay Target Club House - Perspective
72 Tasman Road, Wagga Wagga
for: Australian Clay Target Association
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The Hon Stuart Ayres MP

NSW

GOVERNMENT

Minister for Trade, Tourism and Major Events
Minister for Sport

IM16/2717
CRML 16/30

Mr Daryl Maguire MP
Member for Wagga Wagg a
PO Box 2184
WAGGA WAGGA NSW 2650

Dear _!l,ln;(.guire

¾

1

I refer to your most recent representations of 27 January 2016, on behalf of the Australian Clay
Target Association (ACTA) (Mr Tony Turner, National Executive Officer) regarding funding for
the International standard shooting facility in Wagga Wagga.

I understand that Stages 1 and 2 of the project have been completed and Stage 3 has been
estimated to cost around $6.1 m, with the ACTA committing $1.2 m towards the project.
The project falls outside the scope of current Sport and Recreation funding programs, as the
funding amount sought is in excess of the maximum amount available under current grant
programs.
As advised previously, a request was submitted to NSW Treasury in 2013/14 for funding for the
project. However, the proposal was not part of the Treasurer's budget announcement which
meant that funds were not made available.
Sport and Recreation receives many requests for assistance from across NSW for a diverse
range of projects and programs, unfortunately it is not possible to meet all requests for
assistance.
I trust this information is of assistance.

Yours sincerely

Stuart Ayres MP
Minister for T de, Tourism and Major Events
Minister for Sport

1 4 MAR 2016

GPO Box 5341 , SYON EY NSW 2001
Phone: (02) 8574 6500 Fax: (02) 9339 5522 Email: office@ayres.min1ster.nsw.gov au
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Maria Yu-Sapinoso
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Marc Landrigan
Monday, 20 June 2016 5:02 PM
Chris Hall
FW: Facility funding from uncommitted funds
CDGS16-171 Sport Facility Funding.docx; CDGS16-171 TAB A.doc

From: Doorn, Paul [mailto:paul.doorn@sport.nsw.gov.au]
Sent: Monday, 20 June 2016 4:06 PM
To: Marc Landrigan
Cc: Egan, John
Subject: FW: Facility funding from uncommitted funds
Hi Marc

ease

find attached draft submission - for discussion.

Paul
From: Egan, John
Sent: Monday, 20 June 2016 4:04 PM
To: Doorn, Paul <paul.doorn@sport.nsw.gov.au>
Subject: Facility funding from uncommitted funds

Hi Paul
Attached for discussion with MO.
John

. , n Egan I Director, Facilities Strategy and Planning
I Sport Infrastructure Group I Office of Sport
Level 2, 6B Figtree Drive, Sydlley Olympic Park NSW 2127

li' (02) johll.eqan,cilsport.llsw.gov.au
sportalldrecreation .nsw .gov. au I facebook.com/llswsportalldrecreatioll

Office
of Sport
Sport & Recreation

This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain
privileged infonnation or confidential information or both. If you
are not the intended recipient please delete it and notify the sender.
1
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This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
For more infonnation please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com

•
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Briefing for the Minister
CDGS16/171

Sport Facility Funding
As at 20 June 2016, funds of $700 ,000 are available in the Office of Sport (QoS) recurrent
h!.jdget and $900,000 is available in the Sport and Recreation Fund .

• ti •

...,

•

tion

i~llbds are available to support a number of sport facility projects that selected
State sporting organisations have identified as a priority under the Future Needs of Sport
Infrastructure Study (FNOSIS }. The FNOSIS is an ongoing study that provides a data base of
sporting infrastructure in NSW by sport, information on the need for new or upgraded sporting
facilities , information on sports' and councils' priorities, and identification of gaps in the
provision of sporting infrastru cture across the state .
The following projects are recommended for funding from the available funding in the recurrent
budget and Sport and Recreation Fund:
•
($500,000)
•
($475,000)
•
($472 ,450)
•
($297 ,000)
•
($125,000)
• Shooting - Australian Clay Target Association business case ($40,!000D: ___ _ _______ Information on these projects is attached.

Commented Jell: Fund ing amount is $ 1.9m; only $ 1.6m
available

Financial Implications
Funds of $1 .6m are available in the QoS recurrent budget and the Sport and Recreation Fund.

Attachments (Tabs)
A.

Sport facility projects

Author

•

John Egan , Director, Facilities Strategy and Planning Ph . 8754 7950

Date prepared

20 June 2016

Consultation

Netball NSW , Tennis NSW, AFL NSW , Cricket NSW, NSW Rugby Union

Is the Media and
Issues Manager
aware of this brief?

1:8:1

This brief has been sent to the Media and Issues Manager

D No potential media interest in this brief
D Media release not required
D Communication Strategy attached

Recommendations
That the Minister approves:
• $700 ,000 from the QoS recurrent budget and $900,000 from the Sport and Recreation
Fund towards the recommended projects.
• Funding for
($500,000),
($475,000),
($297 ,000),
($472,450),
($125 ,000), Australian Clay Target Association ($40 ,p00~ _________ _ ___ _ __ - -{ Commented Je2I : Only $ 1. 6m is avai lable

Endorsed
Paul Doorn , Executive Director, Sport
Infrastructure Group Ph . 8754 7940

I

Approved
Matt Miller, Chief Executive, Offi ce of Sport
Ph . 82 33 1320

MINISTER AYRES
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Sport Facility Funding
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TABA

Sport Facility Projects

•
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Australian Clay Target Association

•

ACTA has advised that it has completed Stages 1 and 2 of its plan to develop their
facilities to an International Standard Clay Target Facility capable of conducting
events in all disciplines including Trap, Skeet, 5 Stand Sport, Sportrap, English
Sporting and the ISSF discipline, which are the events conducted at the Olympic and
Commonwealth Games.
ACT A is currently seeking funding for its Stage 3 development which has been
estimated to cost around $6.1 m. The ACTA has advised it has committed $1.2 m of
funds towards Stage 3 of the project. Stage 3 works include, Olympic Discipline
Traps, International standard stands and covers, Clubhouse/National administration
block and roads and drainage works.
Funding is sought for a business case in relation to the proposed development in
Wagga Wagga.
The OoS has estimated that funding of $40,000 enable the preparation of a business
case.

•

